The social cooperative Kara Bobowski (www.karabobowski.org) is looking for a Spanish volunteer for its EVS-Erasmus+ project “IncluSVE”.

The volunteer must be **between 18 and 30 years old.** No Italian knowledge is required, as well as no studies in the social field are expected: the important thing is that the volunteer is motivated towards this experience.

**The arrival date should be between 18 and 20 June.**

The volunteer will work inside the services of the cooperative: people with disability, young people, disadvantaged mums with their little children.

We will host 4 volunteers at the same time **for 9 months.** The other volunteers come from Portugal, Poland and Sweden. They will share an apartment in the centre of the town.

During the first week, the 4 volunteers will have a training in order to build up the group, to know the town, the culture, etc.

Then, during the first month, the volunteers will do an experience in each service of the cooperative in order to chose in which one they will spend their next months.

**The Erasmus project covers** the travel expenses (max 275 euro for roundtrip), accommodation, local transports, food allowance, insurance and a pocket money of 115 euro/month.